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Tigers Prep For Journey Into Lair Of Big Bad State Wolf 
Tiger Stock 
Up As State 
Game Looms 
Powerful N. C. State Team Set 
For  Tough  Fracas 
Fowl Play Suspected 
IS  CONFERENCE  GO 
Who's afraid of the big bad 
wolf? That's what Jess Neely's 
Tigers are asking themselves as 
they prep for battle with Hunk An- 
derson's hefty N. C. State Wolfpack 
in  Raleigh  Saturday. 
SPIRIT  RUNS  HIGH 
Clemson spirit is running high 
these days by virtue of the 19-0 
victory over Carolina. The fact 
that one of two formidable state 
foes was put out of the picture as 
the Gamecock from Carolina was 
clawed under last Thursday served 
to boost the Bengal stock and sent 
it soaring toward the top of the 
etate ladder. 
(Continued   on page   eight) 
PAPERS READ BEFORE 
LOCAL SCIENCE CLUB 
Archer and Manning Speak on 
Army  and  Textile 
Subjects 
A paper, "Military Science ana 
Other Sciences", was delivered be- 
fore the local Science Club by Cap- 
tain Waine Archer at the last meet- 
ing of the organization held Octob- 
er  23  in the YMCA. 
Captain Archer, Assistant PMS&T 
at the college, spoke briefly of the 
many discoveries, developments and 
inventions which have been con- 
tributed toward the welfare of man 
by the U. S. Army. 
MANNING   GIVES   PAPER 
The first meeting of the year was 
held   several   weeks   ago,   at   which 
(Continued   on page   eight) 
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Woodward And Company 
Go Roughshod On Birds 
RtFofte     AND   AFTER.   THE TKSEft HtT   HIM- 
CLEMSONITES MAY JOURNEY TQ SAVANNAH 
IN BIO PASSENGER BUSSES: PLANS AFOOT 
Crowd Expected 
For Ag Festival 
Athletics,     Exhibits,     Parade, 
Dance  to  Feature  An- 
nual Event 
OPENS NOVEMBER 9TH 
Final plans for the Fall Festival, 
the first of a projected series of an- 
nual expositions sponsored by the 
local School of Agriculture, and an 
event which is expected to attract 
large crowds from throughout the 
state on Friday, November 9, have 
been announced by the student com- 
mittees acting in executive capacity. 
TO   OPEN   9   A.   M. 
The work of the agricultural di- 
vision will be demonstrated in an 
open house beginning at 9 A. M. 
and lasting till noon. All class- 
rooms, laboratories, barns, farms, 
and shops will be open for inspec- 
tion during these hours, and stu- 
dent guides will be provided for 
the  visitors. 
(Continued   on page   eight) 
If Bus Service Unavailable Can 
Use Cars,  Commandant 
Says 
NEW DEAL NO BOON TO 
,    LABOR—MICHIGAN PROF 
By Their Words 
When we are born we all cry be- 
cause we come to this great world 
of  fools. 
—-Bradtey 
With an increase of noise in civil- 
ization slight deafness may be an 
asset. 
—Brearley. 
Let's   go   out   into   the   lab;    I'll 
show  you  a  pre-historic  jigg. 
^Manning. 
Judging from your last grades on 
the chemistry prelim, some of you 
are evidently a cross between an 
ostrich and a parrot. 
—Pollard 
That the Roosevelt administra- 
tion is "tilling the ground, not for 
the forgotten man, but for an up- 
per class dictatorship," is the opin- 
ion of Dr. Harold M. Door, of the 
University of Michigan department 
of political science. 
"I DON'T  KNOW" 
"Maybe our system of capitalism 
and profits is not the only one," he 
said. "Perhaps there is some way 
out by which we can still retain 
our middle class. I don't know. 
TEMPORARY SOLUTION 
"But, if not, I see nothing ahead 
but either an upper class such as 
that in Italy or Germany or, which 
may be better in the long run but 
more severe, a dictatorship of the 
lower classes. The first will only 
fee,a temporary .solution." 
The Clemson cadet corps as a 
whole may move on Savannah for 
the Mercer game, "November 17, if 
plans now under consideration can 
be worked out satisfactorily. 
MAY USE  BUSSES 
There are, at present, two possi- 
bilities—one, of making the trip 
at low cost in new 100-passenger 
busses which have just been receiv- 
ed by a Greenville firm, and the 
other (and more spectacular one) 
a motorcade to be organized and 
depart from Clemson early on the 
morning of Nov. 17, in cars to be 
donated by the owners. 
At a conference between the 
President and the Commandant on 
Tuesday, it was agreed that if satis- 
factory transportation arrangements 
can be made permission will be 
granted for the calling off of Sat- 
urday   activities. 
VISITS ANDERSON   . 
The   Commandant   visited   Ander- 
son  on  the  same  day,  with  a view 
of   obtaining   the   attitude   of   the 
(Continued   on   page   eight) 
44 PER CENT OP TIGER 
TEST TUBE GRABS GO IN 
FOR   ADDED   CHEMISTRY 
Of the eighteen Clemsonites 
who graduated in straight Chem- 
istry last June eight, or 44 per 
cent of the class, are taking 
graduate work in the test-t-ibe 
science. 
R. B. Eaton and F. B. Schirm- 
er are studying at Cornell Uni- 
versity, where they hold as- 
sistantships. 
J. E. Hunter, Jr. and S. B. 
Knight are at the University of 
North Carolina. 
W. D. Moss holds an assis- 
tantship at Rutgers in New Jer- 
sey. 
J. R. Sharpe and P. H. Lati- 
mer are assisting in the local 
School of Chemistry, and Leo 
H. Crosson is' in the chemical 
department of the University of 
S.   C. 
Honor Engineers 
Wear TBP Bents 
Eleven   Juniors,   Seniors   Tap- 
ped by Tau Beta Pi Frat 
Eleven members of the junior and 
senior classes in engineering have 
been pledged to the Alpha chapter 
of Tau Beta Pi, national honorary 
engineering frat, according to a 
statement made last night by A. W. 
Allison, president. 
The men tapped-at this time are: 
A. T. McSwain, F. K. Rhodes, H. 
R. Hood, H. A. Black, T. A. Kolb, 
F. A. Spencer, C. S. Bryce, B. G. 
Price of the senior class, and S. M. 
Orr, A. W. Todd, and C. E. Farm- 
er,   juniors. 
(Continued on page eight) 
Corps Marches On Capital And 
Takes City Without A Struggle 
BY "SKILLET" HOLT 
The Tiger swept down on 
fair Columbia last Wednesday, 
and completely devastated an 
exceedingly quiet Gamecock in 
two of Clemson's easiest vic- 
tories of recent years. The 
varsity breezed over a spiritless 
South Carolina: eleven 19,0, 
while the Rats foreshadowed 
a similar fate for the Game- 
cock of next year by spanking 
the S. C. Biddies 13-0. 
PLENTY OF PEP 
The spirit of victory was 
embedded in the heart of every 
Clemson cadet as he journeyed 
to the Capital for the game of 
games. Various and sundry 
were the transportation facili- 
ties adopted for the jaunt from 
the institute to the scene of the 
conflict; but, the point is this: 
the Corps was present to the 
man. Never had more "zipper" 
or enthusiasm ever been dis- 
played than at Columbia's new 
municipal stadium when 17,500 
watched the game. The steel 
structure groaned as the Tiger 
enmasse spurred on an invinci- 
ble grid machine to victory ov- 
er   a   deadened   foe. 
GALA  ENTERTAINMENT 
Columbia entertained her im- 
(Continued   on page   eight) 
Fellers'   Educated   Toe   Is   Big 
Factor   in   Victory 
ALL CLEMSON'S DAY 
Eighteen thousand football fans 
crowded Columbia's new stadium 
at noon Thursday, and heard the 
cocky crows of Billy Laval's highly 
touted Gamecocks reduced to fran- 
tic squawks as a determined Clem- 
son team clawed out a 19-0 victory 
over its ancient rival from the 
State University. 
RIGHT  FROM  THE   START 
The game got off to a good start 
as Dillard, the bouncing ball from 
Six Mile, tucked in Craig's opening 
kick on his 16 yard str'pe and re- 
turned to the 43. Hinson kept the 
ball rolling by clicking off 43 yards 
(Continued   on   page    six) 
NEW COMPANY FORMED 
OF SENIORPRIVATES 
Leadership   to   be   Stressed   in 
Training New Drill 
Unit 
An experiment which will be 
watched with interest throughout 
the college got under way last 
week with the formation of a 
tentative Senior Private Company, 
which, for the time being, is at- 
tached to the Third Battalion of 
the Corps for training. 
REQUEST MADE 
The new organization owes its 
being to a request presented to the 
Commandant by a committee rrom 
the senior privates association that 
some recognition of their collegiate 
status be made in the regular drills. 
The problem was Teferred to the 
P. M. S. & T. by the commandant 
It was then considered at a meet- 
ing of all instructors of the Military 
Science Department, and origina- 
tion of the solution which is being 
tried out is credited to Capt. A. H. 
Dumas. 
(Continued   on   page   seven) 
EASTERN ARCH RIVALS 
TO  HOLD  LOVE  FEAST 
The Princeton University football 
squad has accepted an invitation 
from the Harvard squad to joia 
with the Harvard gridders in a 
sort of love feast after their game 
against each other at Cambridge 
November   3. 
EAT AFTER GAME 
It had first been proposed to have 
the two teams eat together on the 
eve of the contest, but the Harvard 
athletic authorities urged the after- 
game meal instead. 
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What Leading Sport Scribes Think Of Fair Fracas 
Scoop Latimer, GREENVILLE 
NEWS: 
They saw a highly trained and 
gTeatly inspired Tiger unleashed as 
the best team that has represented 
Clemson in a score of years. They 
saw a Gamecock, sadly deficient in 
material with only Harold Mauney 
as a running, passing and punting 
threat, withstand a fury that even 
iron   men   could   hardly   defy. 
Coach Neely's men came to this 
classic with determination and pre- 
diction that a football renaissance 
has begun on the age-old hills of 
Calhoun. Their goal is to regain 
the state championship which elud- 
ed their grasp after 1929, and Fur- 
man is the remaining obstacle to 
be surmounted on Thanksgiving 
day, when and at Clemson the su- 
preme  test  will  be  made. 
Henry Cauthen, NEWS AND 
COURIER: 
The Tigers were bigger, faster, in- 
finitely better in their execution of 
everything excepting punts and they 
went away with the records showing 
one of the team's finest performan- 
ces in the history of this venerable 
gridiron series. 
There   were    some    unforgettable 
individual achievements, but the 
victory of the uoys from the green 
campus in Oconee must he credited 
chiefly to the polished, almost flaw- 
less co-ordination of a squad of 
highly-keyed  giants. 
John Knight, FLORENCE NEWS: 
There's no question but that the 
best team won and by a most de- 
cisive margin. From the time that 
Randy Hinson, who looked like one 
of the four horsemen with his nose- 
guard covering his face, took the 
ball on the initial play and streaked 
4 3 yards to put the Gamecocks on 
the defensive at the start, until 
Clemson started intercepting Caro- 
lina's desperate passes, it was a 
Tiger day. Even one of Carolina's 
punts fell into the arms of the 
Clemson waterboy and Jess Neely, 
who used every player on the bench, 
probably would have let the water 
carrier go in had he been properly 
attired. 
Laurence Leonard, ANDERSON 
INDEPENDENT: 
It was certainly a Tiger victory 
from every angle. The Clemson ca- 
dets threw a big piece of iron Into 
the   Carolina   machine   early  In  the 
game and the Birds were unable to 
get it out during the entire contest, 
it was a victory scored by Clemson 
in Jess 'Neely's fourth year as coach. 
It was truly a Clemson team that 
won today. A well-coached, well 
co-ordinated attack that simply 
swept the Birds off their feet. The 
Tigers made them fly and then after 
they got them off the ground would 
not let them light. It was a Clem- 
son victory like those that had been 
scored in the old days. Clemson to- 
day was a team that could have 
stopped many a strong foe. It was 
an eleven that could not be check- 
ed. 
Jake Wade, CHARLOTTE OB- 
SERVER: 
And this is Clemson's day, Clem- 
son's year. It is evident from the 
opening kickoff. The Tigers have 
it. The Gamecocks simply are not 
in the ball game. They are trying 
mightly hard. Captain Tom Craig 
and his buddies, hut they haven't 
got it. The Tigers are crashing in 
there and setting them back on 
their  heels. 
Captain Henry Woodward of the 
Tigers, the lad who has never done 
much against  the  Birds  because  of 
injuries and one thing and another, 
is able-bodied today, and he nas tne 
spark. It's his last chance and he 
is making up for the futile and 
wasted years. He is romping all 
over the place, but who couldn't 
romp with that hard charging Tig- 
er line tearing the Gamecocks to 
pieces,   opening  wide   gaps? 
It's Clemson day, and the stu- 
dents in gray uniforms on the oth- 
er side of the 'field are roaring lust- 
ily, the old Tiger roar. They came 
to town the favorites, and they will 
go  home  the  winners. 
Tom Wall, AUGUSTA CHRONI- 
CLE: 
As the rays of an Indian sum- 
mer sun played lazily on the nearly 
18,000 gayly-clad souls, a majestic 
setting for a fandom whose football 
obeisance knows no equal, records 
rose and fell yesterday as a clan 
of cunning Clemson Tigers trium- 
phed over an ancient foe, the Uni- 
versity of South Carolina Game- 
cocks, 19 to 0. 
The erstwhile cocky Gamecocks, 
their spurs sharpened to the keen- 
ness of a pin-point in preparation 
for the 32nd renewal of the annual 
fixture, were a flock  of badly beat- 
en   red   roosters    when    the    firing 
ceased. 
Red Canup, ANDERSON DAILY 
MAIL: 
The Tigers showed themselves to 
be a November team right there. 
Up till that game the Gamecocks 
had looked strong enough to en- 
ter the Clemson game on even 
terms. But the Tiger offense was 
so powerful and their defense so 
strong that Carolina actually look- 
ed like a prep school team. The 
backs were tackled so hard that 
they were slowed down for the next 
run. Clemson's passing attack found 
the Birds napping on almost every 
heave, and when Carolina passed 
the Tigers broke up or intercepted 
most of them. The game was so 
one-sided it was almost interesting. 
The following statement has been 
sent to THE TIGER for publication: 
"The Alpha Zeta wishes to correct 
a statement which was represented 
in the write-up of the last meeting. 
This fraternity is not putting on 
the Agricultural Festival November 
9. However, the Alpha Zeta is 
strongly for the occasion and is will- 
ing   to   cooperate  in   any way." 






V Your throat protection—against irritation—against cough 
T&wTatGi ISet&k 
You'll find every Lucky 
firmly round and fully packed with long 
golden strands of fine tobacco—only the 
clean center leaves—these are the mildest 
leaves—they cost more—they taste better. 
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Hefty Cubs Spank Peeping Biddies By 13-0 Score 
BENGAL  VOLLEYBALLEBS 
SIGN  UP FOB  TOUK.XEY; 
STAGE SET FOB AOXIOJS 
Under the direction of Fred- 
die Kirchner, YMCA physical 
director, the annual company 
volleyball tourney is ready to 
beg-in  with  the  proverbial   bang. 
For the past month 260 stu- 
dents have participated in a 
series of practice games. Four 
contests were "run oft'" daily in 
preparation for the tourney 
tilts. 
Fourteen teams have been en- 
tered in the regimental com- 
petition and play is to begin at 
once. 
Portable equipment will be 
used on the small parade 
ground; in addition, the regu- 
lar Y gym will be pressed into 
service. 
MINNESOTA   COEDS   BEWARE 
OF   WEABING   FBAT JEWELS 
A fine of $10, or a jail sentence 
of six days, is the sentence imposed 
upon a co-ed if caught wearing i» 
fraternity pin at the University or 
Minnesota. 
Shown above with his busts of Thomas G. Clemson and Dr E. w. Sikes is A. W. Davidson, 
student in the School of Arciiitecture, who is spending a great deal of his time in sculp- 
ture. He is soon to execute a twenty-foot heroic statue in bronze of Clemson, founder of the 
college, which is to be placed  in    some    suitable    spot    on    the    campus. 
You speak into the telephone. Your voice, your 
personality, part of you is projected far and wide. 
In effect you are in two places and times at once- 
evening in New York, afternoon in San Francisco. 
Or you're in Washington today and in Sydney, 
Australia tomorrow—at one and the same time! 
The telephone's power to put a person where he 
wants to be—at the psychological moment—proves 
tremendously valuable. 
In domestic and foreign "^T^ 
business, in national and 
international affairs, in 
friendly social contacts, 
it permits a quick inter- 
change of ideas and im- 
mediate understanding. 
Why not drop in at home, 
tonight — by telephone? 
For a lot of pleasure at 
bargain rates, call by 
number after 8:30 P. M. 
A student in the School of 
Architecture here is destined to 
rise in the art world if he car- 
ries out the ambitious scun>- 
toring program upon which he 
has  embarked. 
He is A; W. Davidson of 
Greenville, a native of Bussia 
and a naturalized American cit- 
izen. Since the beginning of 
the scholastic year he has exe- 
cuted busts of Thomas G. 
Clemson, founder of the col- 
lege, and Dr. E. W. Sikes, pres- 
ident of Clemson. Loth ol 
these were on exhibition in the 
art department of the State 
Fair  last  week. 
At present Davidson is com- 
pleting a bust of Governor 
Blackwood. He is already at 
work on a heroic statue of 
Clemson which will adorn the 
local campus. South Carolina 
materials are to be used in the 
making of this monument, 
which will stand about 20 feet 
high. Twelve panels will be 
used in the statuary work, four 
cf which will be devoted to the 
life of Clemson, and eight to 
the daily activities of cadet life 
at the college. The local foun- 
dry is to cast the statue In 
bronze. 
Students in the School of 
Architecture, under the direc- 
tion of Professor B. E. Lee, 
will work on projects of creat- 
ing suitable panels; Professors 
A. G. Holmes and G. B. Slier- 
rill wiB furnish all necessary 
historical    material. 
Davidson studied sculpture 
at the Bussian government 
school before coming to Amer- 
ica. He came to this country 
in 1922 and has lived in Green- 
ville most of the time since his 
arrival. 
A genuine lover of art, Dav- 
idson niay be found late at 
night in his little workshop 
on the top floor of Biggs Hall 
constructing clay figures, plas- 
ter of Paris busts, or figuring 
out new and interesting jour- 
neys along the pathways of art. 
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
HARVARD REFUSES TO 
ACCEPHCHOLARSHIP 
University Refuses Offer Made 
By Hitler Lieutenant 
AuthorsDoivn 
Radio Orators 
Opinions as to the Tightness or 
wrongness of the refusal of Har- 
vard University to accept a $1000 
scholarship from Ernst P. S. Hanf- 
staengl, Harvard alumnus and a 
lieutenant of Adolf Hitler, differ 
widely. 
CONANT'S   ACTION   PRAISED 
Most eastern educators have 
praised the action of President 
James Conant on the ground that 
one so closely associated with a 
government which has taken away 
the freedom of German universi- 
ties should not be allowed to glori- 
fy himself in the eyes of American 
university  students. 
SAYS   DAILY   PAPEB 
The Harvard Crimson, student 
daily at the university, took anoth- 
er view. 
"That politics should prevent a 
Harvard student from enjoying an 
opportunity for research in one of 
the world's greatest cultural cities 
is most unfortunate and scarcely in 
line with the liberal tradition of 
which Harvard is pardonably 
proud," said the Crimson in an edi- 
torial. 
What they thought about the pro- 
posal to give educators and min- 
isters more time on the air was 
described by Messrs. Henry L. 
Mencken and, John Erskine in plain 
language in letters to the communi- 
cations commission here. 
PBOGBAMS ABE  PUEBILE 
Of the proposal to give educators 
25 per cent of the time over the 
radio,   Mencken  said: 
"They couldn't fill their whole 
time without driving all their list- 
eners away. The pedagogues now 
have all the time they can nil pro- 
fitably, and more. Their programs 
in the main are puerile and dull. 
WOULD   DISTUBB   PEACE 
Of the proposal to give ministers 
more   radio  space,   he  said: 
"If theologians had control of 
the matter the more raucous among 
them would soon be making bitter 
war upon the rest and the air would 
he given over to a wholesale distur- 
bance of the peace." 
Erskine said about it all: 
"If 25 per cent of the broadcast- 
ing facilities were allotted to this 
purpose It would mean that 25 per 
cent of the country's Tadio time 
would   enjoy  complete  silence." 
YOUTHFUL GAMECOCKS 
HANDILY WHITEWASHED 
BY RAT GRID MACHINE 
Jones men Cross Carolina Goal 
Twice to Upset Biddy 
Team 
Bob Jcnes' powerful Cub eleven 
unleashed an amazing repertoire 
of complicated plays against South 
Carolina's Biddies in Columbia last 
Wednesday to completely bewilder 
the little Chickens and chalk up a 
13 to  0 shutout. 
WINDHAM  BLOCKS   PUNT 
The Rats- opened the scoring late 
in the second period. The Biddies 
had the ball in their possession on 
their own 6 yard line by virtue of 
Lyons' interception of a Clemson 
pass; then on second down Lyons 
dropped back into a short punt for- 
mation and kicked, hut Windham 
blocked the punt and the ball rolled 
over the goal line where Ralpn 
Clary fell on it for a touchdown. 
Ralph Clary's try for conversion 
was good making the score Caro- 
lina 0, Clemson 7 as the half ended. 
TAKE] TO EXJilttB 
The third quarter found the Bid- 
dies presenting an aerial attack 
wmeh produced nothing but a 
chance for Heyward, Tiger center, 
to intercept on Carolina's 37 yard 
iine. Dill Clary then slid off right 
tackle for 12 yards, as the period 
ended. 
Jt-ENALTlES    PLENTIFUL 
in tne fourth quarter a "ueauti- 
fuuy executed forward-iaterai Dill 
Clary to Oheves to Page was good 
tor 2 z yards. Then an epidemic 
of penalties broke out as the teams 
exchanged punts. Again the Cubs 
started down the field and were not 
to be denied as Dill went over left 
tackle for 12 yards, placing the ball 
on the Carolina 18; 6hort line 
bucks by Wiles and Page advanced 
the ball to one yard stripe. Dill 
Clary hit right guard for no gain, 
then crashed the same place for a 
touchdown. This placement kick 
was missed. Score: Clemson 13, 
Carolina  0. 
23  YABD  JOUBNEY 
Ralph Clary kicked off and the 
Biddies looked for a moment as if 
they might produce something as 
Brown returned 23 yards to his 
own 39 yard line and then passed 
to Claffy for 16 more. This only 
proved to be another flash in the 
pan as Carolina again took to the 
air and the Columbians were nipped 
in flight as Clemson intercepted. 
Dill Clary brought the crowd to its 
feet with a sensational 30 yard run 
over right tackle before Ed. Still- 
man brought him down at the end 
of the longest run of the day. The 
game ended shortly afterward with 
the hall in Clemson's possession in 
mid-field. 
OUTSTANDING  GRIDSTEBS 
For Clemson the work of Page, 
Dill Clary and "Dusty" Wiles in 
the backfield was outstanding. In 
the forward wall the play of such 
stalwarts as Windham and Wist at 
tackles and Ralph Clary at end 
stood out. For the losers the work 
of Ed. Stillman, who did most of 
the ground-gaining, eluding the 
strong Clemson forward wall on 
several occasions for substantial 
gains was outstanding. The work 
of Larry Craig and Allen came In 
for a share of beautiful defensive 
work in the Carolina line. The 
Rats showed by this game a deter- 
mination to retain the state cup 
for   another  year  at   least. 
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That Old Tiger Spirit—Among Alumni, Faculty and Students 
Adequate Buildings and NecessaryEquipment for Clemson CoUege 
 that the  Girlesque  Review  at the 
Fair should he hrought to Clemson 
in order that the three remaining 
students who failed to see it might 
have an opportunity to do so. 
 OS OAR SATS  
 that Honest John Mozingo of the 
State Legislature seemed to have 
had a little more than his share at 
the Carolina-Clemson dance Wed- 
nesday night, but that the afore- 
mentioned "Spot" learned now to 
take it years ago while a student 
at   Clemson. 
-OSCAR     SAYS- 
EDITORIAL 
COLLEGE GOES TO TOWN 
HE MOTH-EATEN IDEA that college is an isolated 
spot where a high school graduate spends some four 
or five years preparing for a vague and mystical 
sort of future called "Life" still seems to prevail 
in the craniums of those unacquainted with the changing col- 
legiate world. 
In reality, the campus is Main Street several blocks re- 
moved. Like the main thoroughfare college has its quota of 
conservatives, liberals, radicals, cynics, agnostics and a dozen 
other classes. In undergraduate ranks are the superficially 
optimistic lads who never go deeper than their dated coffee 
and daily gazette; apathetic, they remain on the placid sur- 
face of hum-drum daily existence, look on life as the proverb- 
ial bowl of fruit, and seem content to remain lotus-eaters. 
Alongside are those collegians on whom Fate has lain a 
somewhat heavy hand. Poisoned and disillusioned by cyni- 
cism, they regard education as "a process of casting artificial 
pearls before real swine", and consider life a meaningless 
and bitter struggle without reward. Between the poles falls 
that large category of undergrads who admit the presence of 
filth and evil, but who also discern the benevolent rays of 
Old Sol shining through the darkest clouds. 
In action as well as in mind the campus and world run 
side by side. The automobile and radio have brought the 
college to town. A slight pressure on the accelerator, and we 
are on Miain Street. A twist of the dial on a midget radio 
brings us the witticisms of Eddie Cantor from Radio City or 
the libretto of "Pagliacci" from the Metropolitan Opera 
House; another turn of the knob, and we hear political ha- 
rangues or courageous Byrd telling of rambles over the ice- 
bound wastes of "little America." Ten seconds after the 
"Man on the Flying Trapeze" leaves his perch in Tinpan Alley 
of New York he floats through Clemson air, supported by sub- 
stantial student vocal chords. 
The antiquated aphorism, "College prepares our youth 
for his battle with life", may be labor-saving, but it is de- 
cidedly erroneous. To see persons of supposed intelligence 
cherishing the belief that the graduate will turn his back on 
all he has—or has not—learned is the equivalent of the falla- 
cious idea that a brilliant child—or a cretin—will undergo 
some magic change and become "perfectly normal" at 
puberty. 
Collegians are usually quite sincere. Their ideas and 
thoughts will certainly undergo some change after they are 
handed a symbolic bit of parchment and go in search of em- 
ployment, but the chance of a complete altering of their men- 
tal makeup and sense of values is practically nil. 
As we see it, the man who makes the grade in school will 
usually do the same after diploma-time arrives, while the 
undergrad who is afraid to face life in college seems suitable 
material for the human scrap-pile outside. 
--that Glass-head Anderson, dash- 
ing young B Company Lieutenant, 
and companion were found back of 
a desolate Fountain Inn school 
house   one   dark   night   recently. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
 that   Bill   Burns,   ex-first-sax-man 
of the Jungaleers, as per usual 
wore a non-reg cap as he played 
with the Carolina Band, (if such a 
thing as non-reg could be possible 
in  that  band). 
 OSCAR SAYS  
 that   Bill   Leverette,   ex-editor   of 
THE TIGER, lost his hat playing 
Bingo  on the   mid-way. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
 that Sophie "Goon" Ellison, Co- 
lumbia femme, says that life ain't 
the same since J. U. Bell returned 
her   picture. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
__that Bob Anderson, our cheerfui 
cheer-leader, felt a bit chagrined 
when he had to get assistance from 
a state cop in order to redeem his 
purloined megaphone from the Car- 
olina  stands. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
__that Betty Horton, sizzling coed 
cheer-leader for Carolina, instilled 
no small amount of pep into the 
Clemson stands  during the game. 
-OSCAR    SAYS- 
 that  it  was  sure  a   sight  to   see 
Sam Dean and Duck Carson bounc- 
ing oysterettes off of the bean of 
Bill Lippincott in the Metropolitan 
Cafe   Wednesday   night. 
-OSCAR   SAYS- 
__that the cartoon department of 
the Carolina GAMECOCK seems to 
be about as lousey as Carolina's 
prep  school  football team. 
 OSCAR     SAYS  
 that Rat Karl is getting an eter- 
nal snatch with Chaplin and Bowie 
via   the   "box   from  home   method." 
MORE   CONTROVERSY 
The special issue of the Soutli 
Carolina Gamecock, foisted on the 
public the day before the game, was 
studded with headlines reading, 
"Birds Determined To Slake Fur 
Fly", "Biddies Anticipate Spanking 
Crying Cubs", and "Gamecocks 
Ready for Tiger Invasion." The 
rag also runs a large cut depicting 
a battered and broken Tiger limp- 
ing homeward while a hloated game 
rooster crows victory in the back- 
ground. The picture is captioned, 
"Back To The Farm Movement". 
Over in the very rank "Carolina 
Today" column we find a paragraph 
entitled, "Kitty, Kitty, Kitty". We 
quote: 
"The Clemson Tiger in its 
last issue remarks that it sees 
no reason for the Gamecock's 
trying to pick a fight, adding, 
however, that it is doing its 
part  toward  a   controversy. 
After reading some of the 
Tiger's efforts toward journa- 
lism, we hope that they raise 
better specimens of football 
players than editors up at 
Clemson. Otherwise there will 
not be any competition tomor- 
row." 
In the "Chicken Chat" depart- 
ment, Mr. Chico Browno unburd- 
ens himelf thusly: 
"I have a hankerin' that we 
have an awful good chance of 
licking Clemson . . what has 
Clemson done this season? 
They have scored a measley 
little eighteen points in four 
games. They barely eked out 
P. C; scored a touchdown, but 
was heaten by Ga. Tech team 
that has the weakest they have 
had in years; (we hate to 
break in on such a lovely dis- 
course but think what King 
George would say about the 
construction of the last sen- 
tence), whipped by the second 
team at Duke; (we bet All- 
American Threat Corky Cor- 
nelius would be awfully hurt if 
he knew he had been uemoied 
to the second team) and final- 
ly lost to a puny Kentucky 
team. (Ask Auburn how puny 
Kentucky  is). 
That is fairly representative of 
the type of journalism The Game- 
cock specializes in. At every op- 
portunity they hurl the epithet 
"farmers" at Clemson men. That's 
all well and good, ana we are 
proud of our quota of ags but so 
far as we have seaa none of our 
bumpkins can compare with the 
boisterous    University    sophisticates 
iwb.   were hurling tissue about out- 
side the dancs. Another livnrltB 
SiK.rt indulged in oy the so-called 
editors is ho'chng The (.lamecock 
up as a par.igoi among college 
■£i ] ers. The    university    Has    a 
school of journalism .md thei/ 
■"vr^ers are euppo?odlv drawn froj.i 
that school. H»:ri they are com- 
posed of chemists, textile students, 
e.i'ineers, arc li-fcc.'. and yes, farm- 
er-. Try COIII;J iriiu' the makeup, 
heads, and content of The Tiger 
and The Gamecock sometime. It 
is very edifying. 
W|e think that Carolina should 
have its wrist severely slapped. Any 
further controversy, we refer to the 
exchange department, if Mr. Metz 
isn"   too  prodd  to  take  it. 
-OSCAR   SAT8- 
 that all this talk floating around 
barracks to the effect that Pete 
"S4" Anderson has taken unto him- 
self a spouse is just a lot of hokum. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
__that J. D. Brown, the Heming- 
way flash, was in the midst of a 
missive to Theodora when the 
lights went off in the first bar- 
racks Monday night, and he cer- 
tainly  cussed  up a storm. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
 that    petit    Charlie    Gordon    has 
changed his "after all, friend" ex- 
pression to "Go it, Emalyne". 
■ OSCAR SAYS  
 that   J.   C.   Littlejohn,   our   busy 
business manager, couldn't sleep a 
wink Wednesday night before the 
game. 
ORCHID 
We gladly bump our heads on the 
floor making a very profund bow 
to Sgt. Harley West, our property 
custodian. In the past there has 
been much griping about the length 
of time necessary to procure uni- 
forms for the corps. This year 
the Sergeant succeeded in com- 
pletely outfitting every man in 35 
days (with the exception of Macs), 
establishing an all time record and 
earning a  warm spot in  our  hearts. 
PUBLICITY NOTE 
'Mr. Robert Childress, junior ar- 
chitect feels that he isn't getting 
enough publicity. He says bis name 
has never appeared in THE TIGER. 
Robert Childress. There it is, suit- 
able for framing or sending Home 
to the girl. John Ritchie. There is 
another one who was too proud to 
ask for it but we could tell by the 
way he wears that block C sweater 
that he wanted it. There will be a 
charge of fifty cents for any further 
service of this kind. 
HOW'RE   CROPS,   SID? 
The Architectural Department 
will he interested in the following 
item clipped from the Greenville 
News: 
Prof. Sidney Little, of the 
school of agriculture at Clem- 
son, begins on Octoher 30 a 
series of lectures on art before 
the Augusta Art Club of Augus- 
ta,  Ga. 
THIS WEEK'S  OUT- 
STANDING  CADET: 
Cheerleader Bob Anderson, who 
let a man in the Carolina stands 
gyp his megaphone and shout Car- 
olina yells for a whole quarter be- 
for locating it. 
 ,  OSCAR     BATS- 
--that Duck Cochran strutted up 
and down Main street in Columbia 
with his nose riding high, hut the 
Cadillac   was   borrowed. 
(Continued   on   page   five) 
PRESBYTERIAN  FROSK USES 
CAR AS  BAIT FOR  BIDS TO 
FRATS;  NOW IN, CAR'S HOJD3 
It is rumored at P. C. that one 
freshman brought a car to school 
at the begnning of the year in order 
to encourage the flow of bids from 
the various fraternities. Now that 
the plan has worked, it seems that 
the car is back at home Tor the 
remainder   of   the   year. 
HONOR   SYSTEM   ABOLISHED 
AT  NORTH  CAROLINA STATE 
N. C. State College recently join- 
ed the ranks of those colleges 
which have abolished their honor 
systems. 
ITALIAN STUDENTS, ON GOOD 
WILL TOUR, MEET WITH CRIES 
OF  "DOWN  WITH MUSSOLINI" 
The group of Italian students, 
three hundred strong, who are tour- 
ing the United States and visiting 
American colleges, isn't being re- 
ceived very cordially. There have 
been many demonstrations and a 
few near-riots among Anti-Fa?eists 
students, and at one institution the 
Italians were met with cries of 
"Down with Mussolini" and "Down 
with  Fascism". 
Over 30 religious denominations 
are represented among the 4,400 
students registered at the Universi- 
ty of Alabama. Only 305 students 
expressed   no   religious   preference. 
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Allgood Service Station 
SUPER-SHELL GAS AND OILS 
Auto Accessories -o- Washing, Polishing & Greasing 
Beer, Cold  Drinks, Cigars, Cigarettes, and  Candy 
W. E. ALLGOOD, Owner 
■ jKKllKKIggMaiS gaHHSBBiiBiiiiBiiBiiiBiiaaiai H1EB11B1111BBBI8 
LK&siaiiSiiitfiasiissisiisSiiisisssiaas,. 
PATRONIZE 
THE   STUDENT   CLEANERS 
CLEANING —o— PRESSING —o— ALTERATIONS 
Cadet Agents: Roddy Kissam, T. I. Brown, Al Snyd- 
er, Rat Price, Pat Johnstone 
CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY 
WILLIAM c. ROWLAND, INC. 
P H I L A D E L P H I A 
Oscar Says 
(Continued from page   four) 
 that Kate of PendUeton would be 
somewhat enlightened if sue could 
see some of the other pictures that 
adorn   Juicy's   bill-fold. 
 OSCAK   SAYS  
 that  Floopey  Dunlap  was  rooked 
for a neat sum when he tried his 
luck at fishing for the lucky num- 
ber, and that again—Barnum was 
right. 
 OSCAR    SATS  
 that  Colonel  Duke  majestically 
entered the Rat game with two fem- 
mes on each arm, and that Oscar 
wonders what Jane will think about 
this. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
__that Charlie Cummings, TAPS' 
big sheckel gatherer, proudly walk- 
ed up and down Main street of Co- 
lumbia with Christina of Converse 
clinging to his manly arm. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
__that the Jungaleers were mistak- 
en for Jan Garber by a large num- 
ber of listeners during their re- 
cent broadest over WIS in Colum- 
bia or so says Maestro Jesse James. 
Mrs. Mathilde Munster, 36, Is a 
student in the freshman claes at 
Hunter   College   this year.   Her  son 
at City College, New York, is a 
term ahead of her, and helps her 
with her studies. 
SHOES THAT WEAR LONG AND ARE 
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A LARGE DISPLAY OF CLEMSON  PENNANTS 
AT LOWER PRICES 
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ROBERT FEDDERN '35. He says: "I'm in- 
terested in every phase of flying—majoring in 
aeronautics. It takes a lot of mental concentra- 
tion. Three or four hours of intense study is 
enough to tire anyone. I light up a Camel fre- 
quently. Camels always give me a 'lift' that 
quickly chases away any tired feeling. And what 
a flavor Camels have—so rich and mild!" 
Here's the way to get back your energy quickly when you feel 
glum and weary! Thousands of smokers have adopted the way 
of combating low energy and low spirits mentioned by Feddern. 
When their energy sags down they smoke a Camel and get a 
delightful "lift!" It's healthful—delightful—enjoyable. Smoke 
Camels as often as you want them. Their finer, MORE EXPEN- 
SIVE TOBACCOS never get on the nerves! 
Copyright. 1934, 
H. J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Company 
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GROWS OF S. G. BIROS 
REDUCED TO SQUAWKS 
BY POWERFUL TIGERS 
Line      Blocks    While    Fellers, 
Woodward,   McCown 
Score 
17,500 SEE GAME 
(Continued from  page  one) 
around right end; he was downed 
by Gafiney, Bird guard, after hav- 
ing eluded the entire Gamecock 
team. 
THAT EDUCATED TOE 
After a bit of seesawing Wood- 
ward, replacing Hinson, knifed his 
way through for 5 yards. A mo- 
ment later, he chalked up 2 more. 
The ball was then on the 7 yard 
line. Alternate-captain Stan Fel- 
ler stepped back on the 15 yard 
stripe, and cooly let his educated 
toe fall on the pigskin. It went 
cleanly through the uprights for 3 
points. 
McCOWN AMBLES  OVER 
The first touchdown of the day 
came in the first period when Slick 
McCown followed up Woodward's 
15 yard run by several line plunges 
that culminated in a tally. Fellers 
converted the extra point. 
No further scoring occurred until 
the fourth period. With the bail 
on the nine yard line and rourtli 
down Henry Woodward, Captan or 
the royal Bengals, drove and smash- 
ed his way through a clutching 
Carolina outfit for the second touch- 
down of the day. McDouga'll block- 
ed Fellers' attempt for the conver- 
sion   point. 
BLOND   BLIZZARD   BLOWS 
With the scoreboard reading 16 
to 0, the Neelymen were not satis- 
fied. Some moments after "Blond 
Blizzard" Woodward breezed over 
for a sextet of points, Fellers again 
drove his foot into the ball, this 
time from the 24 yard line. The 
pigskin flew end over end through 
the wooden goalpost, and the scor- 
ing   for   the   day   came   to   an   end. 
From the initial whistle the Tig- 
ers held the upper hand and had 
little trouble in pushing back the 
Gamecock's   forward  wall. 
JUST   GOOD   FOOTBALL. 
The entire 'Clemson team played 
straight, heads up football through- 
out the contest, and found it un- 
necessary to resort to any trick 
plays to outdo the Capital City lads. 
The Tiger opened gigantic wagon 
holes in the Bird line and Wood- 
ward and his backfield mates were 
not slow in taking advantage of 
holes; spinners and off-tackle plays 
gained   consistently. 
THEY  THREW,  WE  CAUGHT 
No continuous aerial attack was 
used by the Neelyites, but the ma- 
jority of their tosses were com- 
pleted. Most of Carolina's throws 
via the air route were snagged from 
ether by Purple and Gold warriors 
instead   of   the   intended   receivers. 
Clemson garnered 14 first downs 
against the Gamecock's 5, and gain- 
ed 212 yards as opposed to Caro- 
lina's 32. In net gain the Tigers 
sacked up 183 yards while the Co- 
lumbians eked up a  feeble  8. 
Free Tickets 
For Cheering 
Branding Ohio State University's 
new plan of cadet cheering corps 
as "commercial college spirit," of- 
ficials of the university Y. M. and 
Y. W. C. A. caused no end of con- 
troversy when they issued a state- 
ment bitterly attacking the cheer- 
ing project. 
ADMITTED PREIS 
Under the plan, put in effect by 
the student senate in co-operation 
with the Department of Military 
Science, sophomore cadets in the 
R. O. T. C. are to be admitted free 
to football games so they can form 
a special cheering section. 
Dolores Rupplesburg of the Y. W. 
C. A. minced no words in denounc- 
ing the sophomores who "goose 
step"   and   yell   at   the   grid   games. 
Howard D. Willits secretary of 
the Y. M. C. A., insisted that "Ohio 
State will be the laughing stock of 
other colleges if we have to subsi- 
dize our cheering." 
One of the sophomore cadets 
said: 
"It's a damned nuisance wearing 
those 'monkey suits' on the campus 
all week, and it's worse on Satur- 
day, but for free football tickets 
I'd   wear   a   sack." 
For the first time in 500 years 
the site of the Cambridge Univer- 
sity   Library   in   London   has    been 
shifted. When the fall term open- 
ed the students were admitted for 
the  first   time   to   the new   library 
built at a costs of 750,000 pounds 
donated by the American Rockefel- 
lers. 
O P- Lorillard Co.. Inc. 
I prefer Did Golds...and so does 
See WARREN WILLIAM in his latest Warner Bros. Picture,"THE DRAGON  MURDER  CASE' 
HEAVENS LIGHTED UP 
BY EXPLODING METEOR 
One particle from a huge meteor 
which fell near Baltimore recently 
has been turned over to Johns Hop- 
kins University by its flnder, L. M. 
Rawlins, manager of the Loban 
Field Airport, who saw it fall on 
the field. 
WAS  BRIGHT  EVENT 
It is believed that other portions 
•of the meteor, which exploded 
shortly before it hit the earth, have 
been scattered all over this part of 
Maryland. 




In the manufacture 
of Granger Rough Cut Pipe 
Tobacco the Wellman Process 
is used. 
The Wellman Process is dif- 
ferent from any other process or 
method and we believe it gives 
more enjoyment to pipe smokers. 
... it gives the tobacco an ex- 
tra flavor and aroma 
...it makes the tobacco act 
right  in   a  pipe—burn 
slower and smoke cooler 
... it makes the tobacco milder 
...it leaves a clean dry ash 
— no soggy residue or heel 
in the pipe bowl 







package — Ilk 
e wish in some way we could get 
every man zeho smokes a pipe 
to just try Granger 
m 
*l- 
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PLANS   MADE   FOR   CORPS 
TO   SEE   MERCER   FRACAS SPORTS GRID     COHORTS     BATTLE WOLFPACK    IN    RALEIGH 
We Appreciate Your 
Business 
PIKE & PATTERSON 
Shops in Barracks No. 1 and in 
Sloan's Arcade 
Pictures   Developed 
Films    for    Sale 
Photos  taken 
H.   B.   JONES,  Jr.,  Room  142 
TIGER SERVICE STATION 
TEXICO PRODUCTS 
More  Miles at   No  Extra Cost 
WORDS OF TRUTH 
When interviewing some of the 
outstanding men of the campus con- 
cerning the Clemson-Carolina tilt 
a few days before the historic en- 
counter, one of the Tiger support- 
ers made this statement, "The psy- 
chology of our team is for victory, 
and they'll win if they play as a 
team". And now I aek you if that 
statement wasn't decidedly truthful? 
TEAM   PLAY 
The Bengals played as -a team, 
more so than they have in any 
game we've seen yet. They block- 
ed, tackled, ran and charged with 
a degree of fierceness hard to find 
in the makeup of any team. Every 
man seemed to know just what to 
do, when to do it, and just how it 
•ought to be done; as a result they 
came off the field after the Caro- 
lina engagement a victorious horde, 
leaving behind them a flock of bad- 
ly   battered   Gamecocks. 
Every Tiger who entered the 
■engagement played a great game, 
and column after column could be 
taken up with words of praise for 
the Neelymen, but space will not 
^permit. Still there are several Ben- 
.gals whose outstanding play in this 
game cannot be overlooked and 
■whose brilliant work must be noted. 
A GREAT BACK 
Henry Woodward looked like 
the "Blond Blizzard" of old, 
the Woodward of two years 
Ago, and his performances in 
this game were equal, or su- 
perior, to the great play his 
•sophomore year. His presence 
on the field seemed to inspire 
the whole Tiger team and to 
lend confidence to the already 
victory-bound    Bengals. His 
running was superb and his 
<iuarterbackfng was outstand- 
ing all through the game. Hen- 
ry is still one of the best 
backs in the South and one of 
the finest field generals; if 
unhampered by injuries, he 
will be heard from plenty 'ere 
this season ends. 
SHORE   SHINES 
Harry Shore proved in this game 
that he is one of the most con- 
sistant football plavers ever to 
grace a Clemson uniform. He was 
everywhere, in every play—it seem- 
ed—and he was poison to the losing 
Chickens. He pulled down Caro- 
linians time after time when they 
tried in vain to advance the ball, 
and he was equally as good on of- 
fense. If he continues the bril- 
liant work he has started, don't be 
surprised if you see his name list- 
ed on the mythical all-state team 
this  year. • 
BTG BILL 
Billie Dillard continues to 
prove that one's size is not 
such a sreat handicap in foot- 
ball. In the Carolina tilt, he 
snaeged passes with the ease 
and atrility of a six-footer, 
■while his pass defense was air- 
tight. He was one of the big- 
pest "biff enns" in the Tiber's 
clean cut victorv, and is to be 
Tii^hlr commf-nd^d for his ex- 
cellent play in this same.    , 
The hov with, tb^ "educated .toe". 
That's Sranlpv Fellers. This Tieer 
flnnVman tnlli'Prt KPVPTI r>f tTip Ben- 
S-nls ninpte.en noinN without hav- 
ing   his   hands   on   the   ball. 
NEW COMPANY FORMED 
OF SENIOR PRIVATES 
(Continued,  from   page   one) 
Among the points considered at 
the meeting of the military in- 
structors  were  the  following: 
That a large number of seniors 
necessarily must he privates, since 
there are not enough offces to go 
around in the class, and tor train- 
ing purposes it is desirable to ap- 
point sophomores and juniors to the 
noncommissioned grades which, in 
the past, have been held »y tneni; 
that a vast majority of the seniors 
know the drill, and when merely 
going through the motions in ranks 
for the instruction of freshmen and 
ethers, probably are gaining no 
great amount of knowledge ror 
themselves, and that an opportunity 
will be offered, by drilling them as 
a separate unit, to give all of them 
an opoprtunity to actually com- 
mand, and to learn some of the 
duties they will be expected to 
know when and if commissioned in 
the  reserve  corps. 
It was also pointed out that the 
size of the platoons which form the 
new company, will come nearer 
to the size of war strength pla- 
toons than has been the rule in 
the past, thereby giving the sen- 
iors a first opportunity to work with 
the sized units that they will have 
to  command in  case  of  emergency. 
The tactical instructor of the 
third battalion, after conference 
with the P.M.S.&T., has expresesd 
his intention to trying to make the 
drill of the new unit entirely dif- 
ferent from that prescribed for the 
remainder of the corps, with par- 
ticular emphasis upon matters de- 
signed to teach leadership. Both 
of the two drills which have been 
held thus far have included drill 
by means of mass commands, as a 
first step toward instructing the 






1 SPECIAL   VALUES 
Clemson College Stationery 
Printed 
CLEMSON   COLLEGE 
60 Sheets Paper 
24 Envelopes 
Special   at  44c 
Lithographed 
MAIN BUILDING 
60 Sheets Paper 
25 Envelopes 
$1.25 Value for 85c 
TIGER STATIO 
24 Sheets P&per 
24 Envelopes 
25c 
VISIT   OUR   SODA   FOUNTAIN 
TOASTED  SANDWICHES       -o-       CAKES        -{o-       NABS 
CANDIES OF ALL KINDS 
JUST RECEIVED FRESH SHIPMENT OF  THE FAMOUS 
MARTHA WASHINGTON CANDIES 









COMPLETE   LINE   GREETING   CARDS 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
BIRTHDAY CARDS SYMPATHY  CARDS 
For Mother, Dad, Sweet- GET WELL CARDS 
heart or Friend CONGRATULATION CARDS 









k The Otiicial College Book and Supply Store k 
% PHONE 75 CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C. X 
J T 
3) zug @ompcmu; dnc. 
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner 
ASTRONOMY 
5TAR5  AND NEBULAE ARE 
INCANDESCENT   BODIES —THE 
STARS ARE .GENERALLY  SPHERICAL 
WE KNOW THAT THE5E BODIES  VARV 
A GREAT DEAL IN SIZE — ETC.ETC. 
THE ONLV WAV TO DETERMINE THE 
MOTION OF A HEAVENLV BODV 15 TO 
COMPARE IT5   P05ITION AT TWO 
DIFFERENT   EPOCHS 
Copyright, 1934, It. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
PIPE-OKJOMY 
AFTER EVERY CLASS 
IT RINGS THE BELL! 
J.F YOUR PIPE unkindly bites your tongue, change to Prince 
Albert. "P. A." is blended by a special process which removes all 
trace of "bite." Try a tin yourself. You will like the mild, 
mellow flavor of the top-quality tobaccos. You will like its 
delightful fragrance.   Briefly, you will like Prince Albert.- 
FRINGE ALBERT 
— THE   NATIONAL   JOY   SMOKE! 
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WASHINGTON  AN1> LEE MEN, 
WAXING  BOLD,   TACKLE  1JAIR 
OF QUASI RING  CHAMPlOJNb 
Some Washington and Lee Stu- 
dents recently clashed a county 
fair, and two of them became very 
bold and challenged the boxing- 
champ and the wrestling champ. 
The students easily defeated the 
champs, and the boxing champ re- 
fused to remain in the ring after 
the   first  few   rounds. 
PAPERS READ REFORE 
LOCAL SCIENCE CLUB 
(Continued  from   page   one) 
MAY FORM MOTORCADE 
FOR TRIP TO MERGER 
(.Continued   from  page   one) 
time Dr. Eugene R. Manning, head 
of the Textile Chemistry depart- 
ment, presented a paper on "Mile- 
stones in the Chemistry of Pro- 
cessing Textiles." 
Prof. C. L. Morgan is president 
of the organization; Dr. Peter Car- 
odemos is vice-president and Prof. 
D. Dunavan holds the position of 
secretary and treasurer. 
TIGER ELEVEN READY 
FOR N, C. STATE PACK 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
After State's brilliant perform- 
ance against North Carolina last 
weekend the Tigers will have to be 
oh guard, for the 'State crew will 
toe primed for action and eager to 
avenge the 9-0 defeat they suffered 
at the hand of a Clemson outfit last 
fall. The Wolfpack's forward wall 
is slated as the equal of Clemson's; 
their backs are powerful and dan- 
gerous. 
authorities of the Chamber of Com- 
merce there regarding the proposi- 
tion of joining with the other civic 
organizations of Anderson and civic 
organizatons of other nearby towns 
for the purpose of promoting the 
proposed  motorcade. 
GIVE   DRIVERS   TICKET 
Under the proposed plan, the ath- 
letic association will give to the 
driver of each car making the trip 
as a part of the motorcade, a tick- 
et to the game. The cars would 
report to Clemson about 4 a. m., 
November 17, where they would be 
formed into sections, students as- 
signed to fill the vacant places in 
the cars, and other details arrang- 
ed. The cars would start the re- 
turn trip from Savannah imme- 
diately after the game, arriving at 
Clemson probably about 11 p. m. 
Saturday. 
NEED  350-400  CARS 
It is estimated that 350 to 400 
cars would he required to carry 
the entire student body. 
ELEVEN ARE PLEDGED 
TO ENGINEERING FRAT 
(Continued  from  page   one) 
CAPITAL IS TAKEN BY 
CLEMSON CADET CORPS 
(Continued   from   page   one; 
ALL HONOR MEN 
The fourth year men chosen come 
from the upper twenty-five per cent 
of the class, while the juniors 
pledged are the three ranking men 
in the third year engineering class- 
es. 
iformed visitors royally aurmg 
their stay. An informal nop 
featured Wednesday night s 
gaiety with music offered by 
the greatly improved Junga- 
leeis. The State Pair, itself, 
proved to be a huge drawing 
card for the cadets while the 
lure of the spinning wheel drew 
a goodly number into the ranks 
of "feesh". U. S. C.'s chapter 
of Kappa Alpha sponsored a 
delightful tea-dance after the 
game, while the festivities 
reached a climax at the formal 
dance Thursday night given by 
the Carolina German Club— 
Buster  Spann,  up! 
Along the water-front; Vast 
improvement in the Rat team 
—shadows of next year cast 
by Freshmen "Dusty" AViles 
and "Red" Bethea—lacK of 
enthusiasm in Carolina ranks at 
the Wednesday night pep CO 
meeting—arrival of the Corps 
via bus, et cetera—the call 
of the mid-way not to be de- 
nied—Sgt. Naramor at the gate 
—the bounce back to normal of 
Olemson's esprit d' corps—the 
parade of the huge yellow chry- 
santhinums (and sponsors) — 
exchange of seats of Dr. Sikes 
and Dr. Baker at the half, 
Randy Hinson's jinx, Henry 
Woodward's tantalizing tactics 
—'Swails' doggy new shako and 
cape—Clemson's two ver' fine 
field goals—three completed 
passes    for    three    attempts— 
EXHIBITS, PARADE TO 
FEATURE BIG Ali .AIR 
luuuuuuea  iroui   page   onej 
At noon there will be a regimen- 
tal parade in honor of the guests, 
this event is sure to attract many 
visitors. 
All exhibits of the various de- 
partments open at two o'clock in 
the new fieldhouse and will remain 
cpen to the public until midnight. 
Wihile these exhibits are opening 
there will be a livestock snow giv- 
en by the Dairy and Animal Hus- 
bandry departments in front of the 
old fieldhouse where some of the 
nationally known Clemson herd of 
Berkshire hogs will be shown. 
Besides the exhibit and displays, 
entertainment will be provided 
throughout the afternoon by agri- 
cultural students. As a part of 
the entertainment, there is to be a 
soccer game played on Riggs field 
at four o'clock. 
Climaxing this gala, eventful, and 
colorful day will be the Agricultural 
Ball beginning at ten o'clock with 
music by one of Southland's most 
popular orchestras. 
AGAIN,    MAN    RULES 
Co-eds at the University of Chi- 
cago were in the dumps last weeK, 
their reputations somewhat be- 
smirched. 
In tests given 750 freshmen, the 
ten highest marks were made by 
men. 
PIKES DRY CLEANERS 
WHO CLJtlAN 
j. L»„ Jfike, rroprietor 
SCOTCH MESSERY 
FRESH  SANDWICHES 
Cooked   While   You  Wait 
"BILL" WILLIAMS, Room 365 
Agent  for  Flowers 
—->o 
Treat yourself to the Best 
and you won't be disap- 
pointed. "Y" Barber Shop 
I   BAILEY & KAY   1 
o~~ 
L'HHiafeisHSEiiaigraBH^^ 
NEW  DANCE  SASHES— Wide and  Long 
SPECIAL CLEMSON-TIGER JACKETS, Just Arrived 
SPORT-SUITS by GRIFFON 
PLUS-EIGHT KNICKERS in the best colors 
SEE 
HOKE   SLOAN 
FOR    SHOES 
FRIENDLYS.o-WALTER  BOOTH'S-o-FORTUNES 
«MMMMWEflg|S^pp(g?pa51^^ 
.Let's find out why 
Turkish tobacco is so important 
to a good cigarette 
Native tobacco grower 
telling American tour- 
ists bow Turkish tobac- 
co is cured. 
On the sunny slopes of 
Smyrna . . . in the fertile 
fields of Macedonia... along 
the shores of the Black Sea 
... grows a kind of tobacco 
that is different from any 
other tobacco in the world. 
THESE  Turkish   tobaccos 
are the only tobaccos of 
foreign   cultivation   that   are 
used to  any great extent in 
making American cigarettes. 
Turkish tobaccos are famous 
for their spicy aroma, and a 
blend of the right kinds of 
Turkish tobacco with our own 
home-grown tobaccos is better 
than any one kind used alone. 
In Chesterfield we balance 
mild,  ripe tobaccos grown 
in this country with just the 
right amounts of the right 
kinds of Turkish. 
It is by blending and cross- 
blending these different tobac- 
cos that we make Chesterfield 
the cigarette that's milder, the 








KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS 
9 P. M. (E. S. T.) —COLUMBIA NETWORK 
SATURDAY 
GRETE 
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